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Local laundry owner requests liquor license

By Tricia Yocum
Staff Writer

Because “it’s not the most fun job,” a Carbondale woman may soon have a coin-operated laundry with an added feature: a bar. Indian Clothes Pin Laundry owner William Mau is proposing the bar-laundry establishment at 815 E. Illinois Ave. The Liquor Advisory Board will consider the liquor license request at its meeting Tuesday.

Mau plans to sell beer and wine by the drink in an area just off the laundry facility, in the building previously housed by Generic Copies. In effect, there will be two businesses in the same building.

Although it will be possible to “have a beer while folding clothes,” patrons of the laundry facility will not have to deal with the bar, if they choose not to, be said.

The present laundry facility, which contains a lounge, will remain the same, Mau said.

Mau said there are two or three bar-laundry combinations in Alton operated by a friend of his, who said the idea should work in Carbondale.

A college town is an appropriate place for such a venture, Mau said.

If young professionals, married or unmarried, can be provided with “a new twist or a comfortable setting, they may be persuaded to come to the establishment,” he said.

No changes are planned with the building itself, if the lounge is implemented. The bar area would include about 700 square feet and would be separated from the laundry by a door.

Mau said the bar area would not necessarily be directly related to the laundry and that it operating hours could be slightly different.

Gus Bode

Gus says they’ll have to have more laundering for ads and dry for the under-agers.

---

Gas tax plan draws flak at hearing

By Jim McBride
Staff Writer

Several Carbondale gasoline dealership owners protest the city’s proposed two-cent-per-gallon fuel tax at a public hearing held at a meeting of the City Council Monday.

The council is examining the tax proposal as a means to bring needed revenue to the city. The city is expected to lose $600,000 in federal revenue sharing funds after Oct. 1.

The city estimates that the tax would generate $250,000 in annual revenue to the city.

Kevin Williams, representing the Smokey Oil Co. of Dongola, said that increasing gasoline prices to accommodate the tax would encourage Carbondale motorists to go to other cities to purchase gasoline and would reduce the volume of gasoline sales in the city.

“Instead of increasing more sales to other cities, you would be preventing them,” Williams said. “You would be directing the customer to purchase his fuel elsewhere. Instead of increasing revenue, it seems to me you would be directing in elsewhere.”

Williams suggested that the city impose a municipal sales tax to produce needed revenue instead.

City Manager William Dixon said Jackson County may soon impose a new cigarette tax and that imposing a city sales tax would not be appropriate at this time.

Les Worthey, representing the Waraco Gas Co. of Carbondale, said that a similar one-cent-per-gallon fuel tax enacted in Springfield in 1982 resulted in the closing of gas service stations in that city.

Worthey also said that imposing the tax would have a negative impact on gasoline sales within the city.

“We just feel that we would lose a lot of business in Carbondale with the proposed tax,” Worthey said.

Haddie Davenport, manager of the Red Carpet Car Wash, said that imposing the tax would cause gas stations to locate in other city limits to avoid paying the tax and said that he suggested imposing an additional city sales tax.

Gregory Veatch, an attorney for Veach Oil Co. of Carbondale, called the proposed tax “regressive” and said that the tax would have a great impact on low-income gasoline consumers.

Veatch also said that enforcing the tax would be difficult and suggested that the city may have to hire additional personnel to administer the tax.

“We’re talking about 50 stations in and around the city and who in their right mind would go to the trouble of enforcing a tax?” Veatch said.

Veatch also said that the tax would be unfair to businesses that have to purchase gasoline in bulk.

“I would say that the tax is unfair to a business that has to buy 2,000 gallons per week,” Veatch said.

Veatch also said that the tax was unfair on businesses that place an unfair tax burden on their customers.

---

Debate team argues its way to unprecedented showing

By Patricia Edwards
Staff Writer

The debate team swept a tournament at the University of Louisville last week and secured its No. 1 national ranking with a perfect sweepsakes score of 21, which is unprecedented in tournament history, coach Jeff Bile says.

The team also secured the first place sweeps points possible in the competition held Jan. 25-27.

“It’s a very talented squad, and that is very rare,” Bile said.

“They’re also a very talented squad with a great attitude. It’s that combination that explains so much of their success.

The debate squad is ranked No. 1 in the nation by the Cross Examination Debate Association, the largest intercollegiate debate organization in the nation, having more than 300 participant schools. The highest point totals from each school’s six best competitions are used to determine the national ranking.

The members of the first-place team in the U of L tournament were Amy Johnson, junior in political science, and Scott Parsons, junior in physics.

The second-place team members were Nathan Dick, freshman in speech, and Mary Keen, junior in political science.

The third-place team members were Sid Alvarez and Scott Carpenter, both seniors in speech.

The fourth-place team members were BBI Christoff, junior in speech, and Sonja VuH, junior in computer science.

Individual speaker awards are given on the basis of individual performance in team competition. In individual competition first place went to Keen, second place was awarded to Parsons, fourth place went to Christoff, and fifth place was awarded to VuH.

See DEBATE TEAM, Page 8

Reagan appointees to study shuttle disaster

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (UPI) — President Reagan appointed a five-member independent commission Monday to investigate the shuttle disaster and NASA said two bottom-targets "that some thought might have been challenging" were turned over to be shot down instead.

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (UPI) — President Reagan appointed a five-member independent commission Monday to investigate the Challenger shuttle disaster and NASA said two bottom-targets "that some thought might have been challenging" were turned over to be shot down instead.

The fourth months allotted to the 12-member commission all but ruled out the possibility that shuttles could be flying again before late summer at the earliest.

NASA Acting Administrator William Graham, appearing at a White House news conference, said once the panel reports to Reagan, NASA will have to correct the problem to make sure it could not happen again.

In announcing the appointment of the investigation commission, Reagan said, “As we move away from that terrible day, we must divert our energies to how it happened and how it can be prevented from happening again.”

The crew of the Challenger took the risks and paid the ultimate price because they made DISASTER, Page 8
President Jean-Claude

Vice

President Oscar Arias Sanchez Monday said he would lead the nation on a mission to promote peace in Central America. With the center of the nation's precincts reporting, Arias, of the ruling National Liberation Party, had 52 percent of the vote over his chief rival, Rafael Calderon Fournier, 36, of the conservative Social Christian Unity Party.

Haitian president inspects riot-torn areas

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (UPI) — President Jean-Claude Duvalier, facing the worst crisis of his 14-year rule, Monday inspected riot-scared downtown areas from a jeep driven by his wife, as he sped through motorcade with sirens flashing. Haitians rushed to view the spectacle and some danced and shouted "for life" in a reference to Duvalier's title as the president, who imposed a state of siege Friday to quell growing unrest, rode through the capital.

Military budget boost unlikely, O'Neill says

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Congress is highly unlikely to give President Reagan the hefty increase in military spending he plans to ask for in his 1987 budget, House Speaker Thomas O'Neill said Monday. Reagan, who presents his budget proposal to Congress Wednesday, will request a 3 percent increase in military spending, according to information that has been circulating for weeks on Capitol Hill. O'Neill, D-Mass., said it would be "pretty hard" to get an increase in military spending through Congress this year.

Bush says deficit won't prompt tax increase

NEW ORLEANS (UPI) — Vice President George Bush assured a crowd of car dealers Monday that President Reagan would reduce the national deficit under the Gramm-Rudman-balanced-budget legislation without raising taxes. "If we want interest rates to come down and inflation to stay down, we must bring the deficit down," Bush told about 7,500 members of the National Automobile Dealers Association at their annual convention. "We simply cannot saddle our young with this monumental debt."

Reagan urges support of anti-Marxist rebels

WASHINGTON (UPI) — President Reagan Monday urged the nation's religious broadcasters to support his efforts to win funding for guns and other lethal aid to rebel forces fighting Marxist regimes. In a brief videotaped message to the annual convention of the National Religious Broadcasters, Reagan invoked the anti-government struggles in Nicaragua, Angola and Afghanistan, saying in each case, "Their cause is just and deserves our support."

France expels 4 Soviets accused of spying

PARIS (UPI) — France expelled four Soviet diplomats believed to have purchased secrets concerning undersea bases in northwest France from a retired French air force officer, the Foreign Ministry said Monday. In Moscow, state-run French television said four French diplomats were expelled from the Soviet Union on espionage charges.

Kissinger declines N.Y. gubernatorial bid

NEW YORK (UPI) — Former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger said Monday he will not seek the Republican nomination for New York governor, despite urgings from Vice President George Bush and other GOP leaders. Kissinger, who was national security adviser and secretary of state for Presidents Nixon and Ford, said in a statement from his Manhattan office that a campaign against Democratic Gov. Mario Cuomo would be too time consuming.

Satellite yields closest look at Halley's comet

MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif. (UPI) — Scientists got their closest look yet at Comet Halley Monday when the comet flashed across the heavens within 25 million miles of the U.S. Pioneer spacecraft circling Venus. Ian Stewart, principal researcher on the Halley's comet project, told the information from the spacecraft shows the comet "much brighter and much larger than early to January" when observations were made. Stewart said the NASA Pioneer studies of the comet "unwillingly acquired a little more importance" because several major U.S. comet-watching experiments were delayed because of the Challenger disaster.

President 3-Day Weekend

Tickets Now On Sale

Depart Th, Fri., Feb. 13 & 14, Return Mon., Feb. 17, 18

President's 3-Day Weekend Specials

Heineken $1.00

Bud Light

Draits 40c

Pitchers $2.30

Myers & Mix $1.00

*Food Carry Out Available

Tues. & Wed. Specials

CLOTHES PIN LAUNDROMAT

815 S. ILL

REMODELED

GRAND OPENING

THRU FEB 6, 1986

FREE LAUNDRY SOAP

FOR ALL CUSTOMERS
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All Reserve Seating

THE STUDENT TRANSIT
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EXPRESS BUS SERVICE
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715 S. UNIVERSITY AVE.

(On the Island - Upper Level)
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PH: 529-1862

TESTED. ESTABLISHED SERVICE. YOU CAN DEPEND ON.

SAVE $7.00 WITH THIS COUPON
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9 lines for $2.75
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IDLE HOUR

Stained Glass

Miscellaneous oddities

Glass...

200 W. Freeman

Campus Shopping Center

549-2412

00.00
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TUESDAYS 2:10pm

SLOPS

NOW ONLY!

SLOPS

715
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WASHINGTON (UPI) — President Reagan's prime time State of the Union ad-

dress Tuesday night is not expected to contain dramatic calls for action but will center on

the American family, including plans for a major review of welfare programs.

Aides said Reagan's speech will last only perhaps 20 minutes about half the length of recent addresses — and will feature somewhat punchier rhetoric than his first four. The president is withholding until Thursday delivery to Congress of a 40-

page list of legislative, ad-

ministrative and foreign policy initiatives.

The address, to be delivered at 8 p.m. EST before a joint session of Congress, was
delayed a week because of the space shuttle Challenger disaster last Tuesday.

The speech is expected to call for a Cabinet-level study of the $110 billion spent on a variety of federal welfare programs, with the urging of Reagan's Oval Office desk by Dec. 1. Reagan also will propose an evaluation of federal programs and strategy to meet personal, educational, social and safety concerns of families.

There was speculation in the White House that the ad-

commission could save money and move some of the poor to the work force by giving cash benefits rather than financing specific aid programs. As part of a family em-

phasis, the president plans to

highlight the programs that will protect and preserve the American family within the constraints of budget cuts.

He also will address the problem of affordable health insurance covering catastrophic illness so life savings would not be wiped out by prolonged or severe medical problems.

In addition, Reagan is ex-
pected to announce he will ask

Treasury Secretary James E. Baker to undertake a study of a possible world currency conference and report by the end of the year. The high value of the dollar relative to other currencies has played a key role in U.S. trade troubles. He was expected to pay tribute to the seven astronauts

who lost their lives in the explosion of the Challenger, but aides said there is no money so far for a new shuttle in the 1985 fiscal year budget, which is to be delivered Wednesday.

However, Reagan will reaffirm that the space program will go on and once again express his deter-

mination to pursue his anti-

missiles Strategic Defense Initiative, better known as "Star Wars."

Aides said Reagan will describe the state of the economy as good and will stress the need to make the government fiscally fit by implementing the Gramm- 

Rudman balanced budget law.

W. German paper reports East-West spy swap

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Secretary of State George Shultz declined comment Monday on reports that Anatoly Shcharansky would be released in an East-West spy swap. The administration.

Russians to be

week the West.

of the prisoner

who had been made by either the Israeli govern-

ment or the White House.

While a source in New

York's Jewish community said the swap "could be any day now," White House and State Department spokesmen declined to confirm the report.

State Department

spokesman Charles Redman said whether Shcharansky would be released in a spy swap was a "hypothetical question" and declined further comment.

Shcharansky was exchanged for the BBC's "Good Morning America," said he had "no comment to make at all" on the reports.

But he added: "There is no shuffling sort of thing we have worked on harder or that makes more difference to people in the West — not just in the United States than release of prisoners in the Soviet Union, more emigration for those who wish to emigrate, more respect for people expressing their religious beliefs in the Soviet Union."

"There are things of tremendous importance to us all and if the Soviet Union decides to move forward in some of these areas, I'm sure it will be a positive develop-

ment," he said.

Rep. Benjamin Gilman, R-N.Y., reportedly involved in the negotiations, said Monday that "some very serious negotiations are under way, very sensitive," but he declined to give any details.

Gilman, in a telephone in-

terview, said he has been in-

volved for years in appeals on Shcharansky's behalf and was in East Berlin three weeks ago to meet a lawyer who has acted as a go-between in previous exchanges.

He said he was hopeful the contacts "will lead to some good news at an early date and said a release of Sh-

charansky would be an "im-

portant symbolic gesture" by the Kremlin.

Shcharansky, a Jew, has been seeking permission to emigrate since the 1970s. He has served eight years of a 15-

year sentence for spying for Washington. The founder of a Soviet monitoring group to the arms control negotiations by Moscow, he is in Perm labor camp, 500 miles east of Moscow.

According to the reports, the East German and West German agents will be exchanged on Glienske Bridge between East and West Berlin, where captured U-2 pilot Gary Powers was exchanged for Soviet master spy Rudolf Abel in 1962.
The ’minor sports need a boost, too"

Revenue Sports Generate both money and publicity for SIU and, most of the fan support. But what of the support for our so-called non-revenue sports?

Athletics Director James Livengood is working to promote non-revenue sports through ideas such as the SPA group, which stands for Students Promoting Athletics. The concept is to get students to inform other students that sports such as swimming and gymnastics need fan support just as the basketball team does.

He said that the idea has been effective on other college campuses, and that it will work for SIU-C as well. The SPA program is scheduled to begin next week, and it will concentrate on making University residence hall dwellers aware of upcoming events through the use of rallies, banners and speakers.

Livengood’s Ideas For sports promotion are meritorious and broad-reaching in scope, and if carried through will generate fan interest in sports not considered revenue sports. Speaking of which, how about a little support for the winter non-revenue sport?

The Saluki women’s gymnastics team recently beat the No. 1 team in the nation, in Iowa, in a dual meet at the Arena. Congratulations are in order for this major sports accomplishment, which should move our fourth-ranked men’s team even higher.

The women gymnasts are no slouches, either. They have won two dual meets and finished third at this weekend in Dekalb, Ill. when the Saluki gymnasts had their most successful year of this fall, fifth at home, including the Gateway Invitational. Last year’s team sent six individuals to the NCAA regional meet, and it was the first time that the entire team didn’t go to the NCAA regional championships.

Fans Should Be Aware that seats at the Arena for all home meets are free. It is an exciting sport that demands vocal support.

The Saluki swim teams are also highly regarded nationally. This team was fifth overall in the nation last year and is ranked 12th this year. The Gateway Conference championships are scheduled for this weekend in Normal.

The men’s swim team also excels nationally and will send several strong competitors for national honors to the NCAA meet in Georgia, which Livengood hopes to include next fall, will be really successful.

The 100-meter breaststrokes are ranked third and fourth in the nation. Attendance at the Rec Center pool for all home swim meets has been strong this year. As always, admission is free.

With the records they have going for them, the athletes in these so-called minor sports have already made Livengood’s promotion task a lot easier.

Letters

High interest rates at SIU

I have recently noticed that, despite the fact interest rates have fallen to 12 to 14 percent at local banks, SIU continues to charge 18 percent per year on student accounts. I cannot believe that SIU, whose student’s office is heavily staffed with federally paid student workers, cannot nor should not lower its rates to market levels.

Recently, credit card companies have come under fire for charging similar rates. Apparently, SIU wishes to be classified in the same category with MasterCard and Visa.

Wake up student leaders! Here is a real issue! — David Brayfield, Alhambra.

Zionists don’t run country

America, beware. Don Smith says the Jews are running our country. What a ridiculous notion.

Smith is quick to attack the God of the Jews for “stealing” the land where Israel now sits.

Doonesbury

Sex: art or reproductive act?

The backbone of both the anti-pornography and anti-abortion movements has always been the Catholic hierarchy, its full-wreck, and the fundamentalist Christians. Their purpose in supporting these movements is to destroy, sexual freedom and reduce the sexual life of women in the act solely for the purpose of reproduction. If they succeed, they will be well on their way to establishing a theocratic tyranny where human minds will be controlled to suit the religious’ prejudices.

The religious, in their crusade against pornography, have been joined by a vociferous group of anti-female feminists who seek to impose what must be called reverse sexism. It is tragic that these women would join hands with those who have been taught that women are inferior to men. It is even more tragic that, in order to oppress men, these feminists teach hatred of those women who refuse to become stereotyped in the image these anti-female feminists want.

Goya’s nude is always been difficult to define, varying in accordance with an individual’s perspective. To some, Goya’s nude is a portrait of the artist, or art-to others, it is obscene. In a rare display of judicial ignorance, Supreme Court Justice Stewart Potter said that while he could not define obscenity, he knew what it was when he saw it. These artists have managed to define what obscenity is led the Supreme Court to invoke the “community standards” doctrine, which is both unfair and a danger to First Amendment rights. It allows a judge or jury in any county to be charged with a felony for distributing or possessing something that, in another area, he or she might legally sell or buy on a supermarket or drug store shelf.

If we were applied to the political and religious segments of our society, it could result in the repression of unpopular political views, and the suppression of religious views.

Sweden is one of the world’s most prolific producers of totally explicit, and sometimes artistic, pornography. Swedish television is more explicit than American TV, and Swedish teenagers become sexually active earlier than Americans. Yet, Sweden’s rate of teenage pregnancy is less than one third of ours, and their rates of rape and other crimes of paper-than-normal violence are much lower than that of other countries.

Sweden does not have the prison sentences in Sweden are much shorter than in America. In Sweden, also, there is no so-called most socially progressive society, freeing its people from deprivation.

In the United States, the reason there are less students than faculty and staff using the Rainbow End Day Care facility is that the facility was currently used to house the day care facility, an facility that is located approximately two miles from campus.

The ratio of non-student to student users of Rainbow End day Care facility could well change if that facility were made available to University students who lack the necessary resources to participate in an off-campus day-care program. In addition, Rainbow End could become a recruitment tool for the University. Such an image is being a progressive and caring university system. Congratulations to the Rainbow End Parent Council Member.

Day-care location determines use

The GPS Executive Board members who wrote the Thursday, Jan. 23 letter to the DE claimed that at Rainbow’s End Day Care facility, “faculty and staff have top priority.” I checked with the director of Rainbow’s End by phone, and she definitely said that they have discovered that the longstanding and public policy of Rainbow’s End has been to give first priority to students. Contrary to the GPS Executive Board letter, students do have “top priority” at Rainbow’s End.

The reason there are less students than faculty and staff using the Rainbow’s End facility is that the facility is currently used to house the day care facility, which is located approximately two miles from campus.

The ratio of non-student to student users of Rainbow End Day Care facility could well change if that facility were made available to University students who lack the necessary resources to participate in an off-campus day-care program. In addition, Rainbow End could become a recruitment tool for the University. Such an image is being a progressive and caring university system. Congratulations to the Rainbow End Parent Council Member.

Editorial Policies

Signed articles, including letters, Viewpoints and other community communications are signed only. Unsigned editorials represent the consensus of the Daily Egyptian Editorial Committee, whose members are the student writer-in-chief, the editorial page editor, the news editor, the art editor, the managing editor, a journalism school faculty member and an instructor of the journalism school.

Letters are accepted by mail or directly to the editorial page editor, Room 1247, College News Center, Carbondale, Illinois 62901. Letters should be double spaced. All letters are subject to editing and will be reviewed editorially. Letters will be printed at the discretion of the editor. All letters will be given preference for publication. Students must identify themselves by full names, college major and class. Letters may be printed with names by rank and department. Non-academic staff may publish their names. Letters submitted by mail should include the author’s name and a phone number. Authors for whose identity cannot be verified will not be published.

Cynthia Maullife

Editor in Chief
Nazi rationale dangerous weapon

King with a machine gun?

Let me get this straight, Mr. Smith. Not only do you claim to be a representative of "Almighty God," accused to all those pseudo-gods worshiped by the other religions throughout the world, but you also support Khadafi and terrorism. You call "freedom fighters" shooting innocent people in an airport an honorable act. Then, according to your argument, that would make Vienna a part of the other country "Austria." I suppose you also think that the Three winners applauded

What is the definition of a winner? One who wins more often than the other? Are you kidding? One of the biggest fallacies favors the United States over the other countries that is, if you want to be a winner, then you have to see yourself as the opposite of the others.

Rich Herrin has three definitions for a winner: Rich Herrin, Ray Dorr and Itchy Johnson. Two of these three men are working, working, working, and you get sick and tired of it, work some more. The other one seems to be a "work until you are the best" theory that encompasses the central ideology of all these men. A sense of worship, over becoming the best. They can

is, judging from your remarks. It is also frightening that you use the same rationale employed by Khadafi to maintain power in Nazi Germany. You claim that the traditional occupation of Jews in the United States is in itself a form of anti-Semitic sentiment that is often heard in history that in human terms happened on the same order of magnitude in Israel. It was formed out of the realization that over six million Jews perished at the hands of an insane efficiency machine. A safe haven was not required, and still is. Regardless of the laws, taken to their logical end, only the logical end, only more needless death and suffering can be seen. I appeal to you to begin the process of learning about each other so that ignorance can be eliminated. I urge you to stop the word on your vision can be avoided. - Clifford L. Glasberg, graduate student in community development.

Keep English our language

English has long been the "tie that binds" for the people of the United States. It has sabotaged a nation out of what might have been a loose collection of feeding ethnic groups.

But today, the position of English as our common language is eroding rapidly. Immigrants are rejecting our foomed-custom of assimilation into our society in favor of maintaining their own separate languages and cultures. And our federal government is encouraging this trend by providing bilingual ballots, prolonged — rather than transitional — bilingual education in public schools, and bilingual social services including funding for a national Hispanic university and other services that encourage the learning of English.

My veterans group — the Forty and Eight — is strongly opposed to the use of any language other than English as the official language of America.

As commander of the Forty and Eight in Jackson County, I am asking every registered voter in our area to call or write to our U.S. senators and congressmen in support of the English Language Amendment (Senate Joint Resolution 96) currently before Congress and to ask them for a "yea" vote to insist on official English language standards for the naturalization of immigrants — George Casper, Forty and Eight Chief de Gare, Joliet, Illinois.
GAS TAX, from Page 1

gas dealers and suggested that the city impose an income tax and a business license tax to raise revenue.

Councilman Patrick Kelly said the city is legally unable to levy a city income tax and City Attorney Patricia McMen added that the city is also unable to license businesses for the purpose of raising revenue.

James Prowell, representing the Carbondale Chamber of Commerce, said that there is "opposition within the chamber and within the business community to any tax increase."

"With each tax increase our competitive posture decreases and in turn, a major revenue source, sales tax decreases" Prowell said. "There is no easy answer. What is needed is efficient and economical." Unso City Affairs Commission David Madleker asked the council if a portion of the city's fuel tax revenue could be utilized to help fund a

DEBATE TEAM, from Page 1

place to Johnson, fifth to Carpenter, sixth to Alvarez and seventh to Diek.

Other team members include Rachel Corgniz, Robert Glenn, Chip Murdock, Sharon Bragg and Mark Cranse.

Bile has coached the team for two years. Assistant coaches for the team are Steve Green and Greg Simerly.

Each semester the C.E.D.A. associate director of the topic to be debated in sub-issues. The topic this semester is whether or not membership in the United Nations is still profitable for the United States.

Each school must debate both sides of a variety of sub-issues. At the end of a season each team will have argued for as many issues as they have argued against.

Each team member spends about 20 hours per week preparing for competition, in addition to traveling and competition time. Team members also have "skull sessions" where they talk about the arguments from previous competitions so they can better anticipate future arguments, Bile said.

Participation in the debate team improves students' thinking and communication skills, Bile said.

He said a contributing factor to the success of the team is the "great financial and spiritual support" of the SIU-C administration. The Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs is the primary financier of travel expenses for the squad, Bile said.

The council is expected to vote on the proposed tax Feb. 17.

DISSASTER, from Page 1

believed in the space program," the president said. "We owe it to them to conduct the studies to see if there is any possibility of future space travelers can approach the conquest of space with confidence."

Killed in the explosion were Francis Scobie, Michael Smith, Judith Restik, Eision Onitsuka, Ronald McNair, Gregory Jarvis and teacher Christie McCulliffe.

report that has participated in other accidental investigations, said finding the precise cause of the Challenger disaster wasn't necessarily an easy job."

NASA spokeswoman Sarah Keegan said three NASA ships were using robot submarines to search the ocean floor an area 15 miles off the coast for 17 objects tracking radar and film showed plunged into sea after the shuttle disintegrated last Tuesday.

She said no shuttle objects had been identified on the sea bottom or recovered. Keegan said two objects that were spotted by sonar last week were found to be a helicopter and light airplane that apparently crashed long ago.

She said the NASA ships were no longer investigating those wrecks. Coast Guard Lt. Cmdr. James Simpson said it was not known how long those aircraft had been sunk and he said no investigation was planned.

The surface debris search was expanded to as far north as Charleston, S.C., after the fishing boat Billie B found a 3- and a half-foot diameter gold cylinder 48 miles southeast of Charleston. Searchers reported finding other objects in the same area.

Graham refused to discuss whether any remains of the seven astronauts had been located or identified.

Gramm-Rudman to damage state budgets

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Most state governments, many that now enjoy budget surpluses, will be plunged into deficit spending under the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act, which will rob them of $12.4 billion in 1987, a study released Monday said.

The study, conducted by the Villers Foundation, the National Council of Senior Citizens and the Service Employees International Union, said 40 state governments would run deficits if the Gramm-Rudman act is not altered.

The proposed budget-balancing act, which goes into effect March 1, requires across-the-board cuts in all government programs if lawmakers fail to come up with a plan to reduce the national deficit.

"The automatic cuts under Gramm-Rudman-Hollings will devastate the middle class and the poor, the old and the young, residents of rural and urban areas, the working people in all regions of the country," said Ronald Pollock of the Villers Foundation, a non-profit advocacy group for the elderly.

If Gramm-Rudman is triggered in 1987, federal funds for state and local governments will be cut by more than $10 billion, the study said. Cuts in two major entitlement programs - Medicare and student financial aid - will add another $2.4 billion to the states' losses.

William Hutton, director of the National Council of Senior Citizens, said at a news conference Monday that the budget-cutting gimmick is "a mindless instrument of fiscal policy which makes computers and bureaucrats the final arbiters of our future.

Hutton said the cuts also would drastically reduce federal and state programs for the elderly such as nursing homes, senior centers, low-income energy assistance and Medicare.

The nation's most populous states will lose the most money under the law, which hits California and New York the hardest with cuts of more than $1 billion each.

Texas, Pennsylvania and Illinois would lose more than $600 million, and Ohio, Florida, Michigan each would lose more than $500 million, the study said.

Student Life Advisers are students helping students

To become an SLA, you must attend one of these interest Meetings!

Tuesday, February 4 7:00P Brush Towers (Grisell Hall)
Wednesday, February 5 7:00P University Park (Town Hall)
Sunday, February 9 4:00P SLA. Meeting Room (Student Center)

For more information contact: Student Program Office, Student Development, 3rd Floor, Student Center (618) 524-6566
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WORLD'S BIGGEST, BEST SALAD BURGER
And Beverage

$7.99

Chopped Steak Value Meal
Includes world's biggest, best salad burger, with your choice of side. $7.99 (2 for $6.98)

Ribeye Steak Dinner
$7.99

Sirlion Strip Dinner
$7.99

(2 for $9.99)}
Clowns; a play written by winning he says 'Grimaldi' can win

Orientering Club will meet on Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Grinnell Room. New members are welcome.

The AMERICAN Ad vertising Federation will meet on Wednesday. This meeting is the deadline for submission of names and applications for the officer positions.

Gamma Beta Phi, a service and honor organization, will meet on Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Romance 201. New members are welcome.

THE AMERICAN Advertising Federation will meet at 7 p.m. in Pullman 34 (Ciste Theater). This meeting is the deadline for submission of names and applications for the officer positions.

amma Beta Phi, a service and honor organization, will meet at 6 p.m. Tuesday in Browne Auditorium.

The MACNOSH Users Committee will meet at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in Life Science II Room 404. All new, old and prospective members are welcome.

Want to be a Student Life Adviser? Attend an interest meeting on Tuesday at Grinnell Room (Brush Towers). Applications available.

Robert C. Hallisey, senior program development specialist of Research Development and Administration, will present a colloquium on grantmanship.

Society for the Advancement of Management, Pi Sigma Phi and the Society of Manufacturing Engineers are featuring Bill Fischer and Terry Gwinn in a recruiting special from Caterpillar Tractor Co. at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the Humanities Lounge of Fayer Weatherman.

SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS for undergraduate students in the College of Human Resources may be picked up at the administrative office, 151 Quigley Hall. Deadline for application is Feb 19.

THE PLANT and Soil Science Club will meet at 5:30 p.m. on Tuesday. The guest speaker, Mr. Dean Spindler from the Department of Mines and Minerals, will speak on "Reclamation of the Northern Illinois Lands in Illinois."

THE SOUTHERN Illinois Orientering Club will meet from 7 to 9 p.m. on Tuesday in the Student Center Activity Room B. If you like running, hiking, or just want to learn to read maps and compasses, drop by and see our spring schedule.

The "A" Zeta Chapter of Beta Beta of Biological Science at Eastern Illinois University will meet at 7 p.m. Wednesday in Pullman 34 (Ciste Theater). This meeting is the deadline for submission of names and applications for the officer positions.

Pinney said the best five applications for the officer positions were from the Graphics Department.

Gamma Beta Phi, a service and honor organization, said the cast and crew were critically acclamation for their contributions.

Pinney, the director, said, "I believe we have a good shot at it." Pinney, an associated director of theater, said Monday, "We did very well and ours was the only play to receive a standing ovation." Pinney said the cast and crew were critically acclaimed for their contributions.

Pinney, the director, said, "I believe we have a good shot at it." Pinney, an associated director of theater, said Monday, "We did very well and ours was the only play to receive a standing ovation." Pinney said the cast and crew were critically acclaimed for their contributions.

The play was performed Jan. 31 at the festival, held at Northern Illinois University in DeKalb. Six students were paid to perform in the competition, which will be performed in April at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C.

"I believe we have a good shot at it," Pinney, an associated director of theater, said Monday. "We did very well and ours was the only play to receive a standing ovation." Pinney said the cast and crew were critically acclaimed for their contributions.

The play was performed Jan. 31 at the festival, held at Northern Illinois University in DeKalb. Six students were paid to perform in the competition, which will be performed in April at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C.

"I believe we have a good shot at it," Pinney, an associated director of theater, said Monday. "We did very well and ours was the only play to receive a standing ovation." Pinney said the cast and crew were critically acclaimed for their contributions.

"I believe we have a good shot at it," Pinney, an associated director of theater, said Monday. "We did very well and ours was the only play to receive a standing ovation." Pinney said the cast and crew were critically acclaimed for their contributions.

"I believe we have a good shot at it," Pinney, an associated director of theater, said Monday. "We did very well and ours was the only play to receive a standing ovation." Pinney said the cast and crew were critically acclaimed for their contributions.
By John Tindall

What would posses a woman to get up every morning and go to work with a .357 magnum strapped to her waist and a 12-gauge shotgun in the car?

For LuAnne Brown, a first-year patrol officer with the Carbondale police, the answer is easy.

“I’ve always been somewhat of a cop,” she said, with a dry wit that was to characterize the next few hours on patrol.

“Believe it or not, some of us are in this because we like to help people,” she said. “I don’t get a rush out of giving someone a ticket.”

CHRIS MUENTER (pronounced “minter”) is another of the four women on the Carbondale police force of 13 sworn officers. She became a cop after working as a police dispatcher for two-and-a-half years, and is characterized by fellow officers as “one of the best.” Being a woman doesn’t seem to make any difference on the job.

Muenter said that being a woman works to her advantage in some job situations. Sometimes the mere presence of a woman calms a situation, she said.

Brown, who is in her mid-30s, grew up in “rural-urban” Wisconsin, and she has a quiet but friendly grin that almost breaks into a smile. It’s like she knows something is funny but doesn’t want to share it.

CITIZENS CAN see Brown, Muenter or many other Carbondale police officers at work through the community ride-along program, an arrangement that allows residents to ride along with a police officer for four hours to see their tax dollars at work.

Brown received a degree in elementary education from the University of Wisconsin-Madison and was a school teacher for a semester before she realized that teaching wasn’t for her. She then worked for the Carbondale police Department for five years as a clerk and then as secretary for the Carbondale Police Chief Ed Hogan. It wasn’t until May 1985 that she became a full-fledged officer.

“My friends hear me telling stories and they think, ‘Wow, how exciting!’ but it’s really nothing now,” she said.

Muenter is a 1980 graduate of SIU-C in social welfare. She worked as a bartender to put herself through school.

“Whatever way to practice my social welfare skills she said with a grin.

Fear is an ever-present part of being a police officer.

“You have to be nuts not to be scared,” said Muenter. “You have to work through the scared.”

Muenter said that being a woman is making a mistake on the job. She says “little cases can turn into big ones really quick,” and that police officers don’t always get the chance to recover from a mistake.

When push comes to shove on the street, Brown is confident in the training she has received, and says that women are as prepared for physical confrontations on the job as men.

“I mean I carry a nightstick, Mace and a gun, and I’ve

LuAnne Brown, a first-year Carbondale police officer, heads out on patrol duty with her 12-gauge shotgun.
Today's Puzzle

Puzzle answers are on Page 10.

Health and Fitness Guide

"GETTING FIT for Aerobics" - A pre-beginner class for those unfamiliar with dance-like moves, meets at 5:30 p.m. MW through March 7 in the Student Recreation Center Multi-Purpose Room.

GOAL GETTERS - Self-motivational fitness program registration ends Tuesday. There are categories for swimming, dancing, exercising, jogging, bicycling and participating in the disabled student fitness program. Contact the Rec Center information desk.

KNOT - TYING Climbing Safety Clinic. From 7 to 9 p.m. Tuesday at the Rec Center Climbing Wall. Beginners are welcome.

YOGA - INTRODUCTION to the physical, mental and spiritual benefits of yoga. Class uses a holistic approach integrating stretching, exercise, breathing and meditation. Bring a pad or blanket and wear loose fitting clothing. Room 141. Race registration ends Tuesday.

FITNESS DAYS - From 7 to 9 p.m. Feb. 19 in the Rec Center Dance Studio.

NUTRITION CHECK - You are what you eat. Computerized calorie and food intake. Call 453-3020 for an hour-long appointment.

TODAY'S EVENTS

8th BIG MUDDY FILM FESTIVAL

8:00 p.m. Public Screening of Competition Films
(Cinema & Photography Sound Stage)
Admission - FREE

7 p.m. - A Celebration of Urban Culture
Conversations with Roy DeCarava
By Carroll Reed

Stations of the Elevated
By Manny Kirchheimer

Wild Style - By Charles Ahearn
(Student Center Auditorium) Admission - $2.00

Daily Egyptian

1986 Housing Guide

Students! Landlords!
Housing Solutions Are Headed This Way!

Advertise Your Houses, Apartments, Mobile Homes in the Daily Egyptian

1986 Housing Guide

- Secure Contracts for 1986
- Find Roommates
- Find Saboteurs

Published on Tuesday, February 25, 1986
Advertising deadline: Tuesday, February 18, 1986

Space is limited so contact your Daily Egyptian Sales Representative today! 536-3311
Miss Southern Illinois, Kelly Dixon, junior in radio and television and native of Carbondale, is preparing to compete in the Miss America pageant July 12 in Elgin.

If Dixon wins the Miss Illinois state and advances for competition in the Miss America contest, which will be in Atlantic City, N.J., Sept. 4.

Dixon, a pianist since the age of 8, said for the talent portion she plans to play a medley of George Gershwin's original improvisations and has been practicing every day in order to perform a "piece that is perfect."

"I WANT to be confident enough to play with my eyes close," she said.

She has also been reading a book written by a former Miss America on how to win a pageant. It includes a "PR technique for yourself."

Dixon said the book advises, "If you consider yourself attractive, hang around with those girls who aren't so attractive, so you can stand out. If everyone else is wearing short skirts and real casual wear, be a little more dressy. And, don't be so over-confident."

Separate chapters are devoted to how to talk, sit, laugh, and receive applause, she said.

DIXON said she trusts the guidance provided by Dorothy Chamness, Miss Illinois pageant director. Chamness is "tough in the sense that is she's with another panel of judges, and they give a girl 85 or 90, she may give them 65 or 70 simply because, in her eyes, she's looking for the well-rounded girl who may be strong in talent, but maybe not physically beautiful or smart."

"You can take a real homely girl and make her like Miss America, but if she's not personable within and confident, she's going to turn the judges off," she said.

DIXON also advised, "go for it anyway," to women interested in entering pageants who may believe that they don't have the looks or talent. She said, "You may get 50 or 70 points, but then you win the state."

Chamness said "we hardly know them (the contestants) after they have received professional beauty advice and grooming. We haven't had to do that with Kelly though," she said.

DIXON said she is preparing for the Miss Illinois pageant by receiving help from beauty counselors and a personal aerobic instructor.

Puzzle answers

Go for it anyway, advises So. Illinois pageant winner

By Maureen Cavanagh
Staff Writer

Kelly Dixon

Also, she "delightfully" views video tapes of past pageants to discover how the program will be conducted and what the judges are looking for in terms of the top ten they choose every year. Also, she said, she has divided her strategy into four different sections for competition. They are: a pageant interview with a panel of judges, swimsuit, evening gown and talent competition.

"It is a great chance to get out in the world," she said, disclaiming any assertion that pageants are degrading to women.

"The fact is that the money we win goes strictly for scholarship. We can't touch the money as far as it going in our pockets, unless it's for tuition, fees or books, whereas Miss USA doesn't have a talent category and the money is basically money that you put in your pocket. I think that is a major difference, because a lot of people feel that women are degraded in this pageant, but they're not, I don't think. It's just another way to earn money to continue your education."

"I CAN'T say that it's sexist because I can understand how women think that it's uncomfortable to parade around in heels and swimsuits; it is uncomfortable, but it's part of character. It's a test of character to see your pose and to see if you have taken care of your body. You want to look good, essentially, to be in the work force. Some people feel it is a hindrance to be attractive and have a nice body, if you want to get a good job, but 95 percent of the time you still want to look good."

DIXON said she "could get into the top 10 of Miss America and be on television, it would be an honor. Knowing that I really have a good chance of winning really excites me, but then again, it's not just going to come to me without me having to work for it," she said.

"Sometimes you meet different people, and, first of all, they don't believe that you won Miss Southern Illinois, let alone are contested to become Miss Illinois," she said.

"Talking to those types of people makes me try even harder."

DIXON said she would like to someday host a television talk show dealing with consumer affairs. In the near future, her goals are to work in a small-market television or radio station and get more experience. "If that means staying in the area, that means staying in the area."

Dixon said her main motive for entering the pageant is to promote Southern Illinois, an area of much criticism that Dixon said she has had to negate her entire life.

"THE BIGGEST jump for me as far as getting other Illinoisans to understand how Southern Illinoisans are was when I won the state championship in speech. I believe I was the only one from Southern Illinois to win that title. I was proud for Southern Illinois and proud for myself, because a lot of people from the north think that we hang out in the cornfields."

Dixon said she has had to very carefully schedule 13 classes for the spring.

"THE ONE thing I've noticed is that people tend to categorize now. They feel that since the Black Affairs Council is supporting me financially, that they feel like I'm under the Black Affairs Council's wing. It is not necessarily that way. I am a community effort. I'm Miss Southern Illinois."

Dixon said she has had people tell her that the first time you go to state is strictly an experience and that she is not likely to win. "But I always disregard that information," she said.

The first black Miss Illinois was the queen for 1964," Dixon said. "I'm going to be the first black, and by then, it won't be so significant."

Puzzle answers
By Maureen Cavanagh
Staff Writer

An outdoor six-week summer program for students interested in working with the handicapped is being offered by the University in conjunction with the Touch of Nature Environmental Center. Classes and practice will be conducted at Camp Olympia, located on Little Grassy Lake. The camp serves children and adults who have physical disabilities or mental handicaps or who are multiply handicapped. Campers are sponsored by their families, service organizations such as United Cerebral Palsy, the Easter Seal Society, and the Lions Foundation, private residential facilities and governmental agencies such as the Department of Children and Family Services.

STAFF MEMBERS at Camp Olympia are chosen for their qualifications. They major in fields such as special education, therapeutic recreation, outdoor education and rehabilitation.

Students who enroll in the summer program will have morning classes and hear OPEC halts talks, oil prices drop

VIENNA (UPI) — OPEC cancelled the emergency summit because it might have suggested the 13-nation oil cartel was ready to end its oil pricing war with independent producers, OPEC sources said Monday.

The cancellation was disclosed as five OPEC oil ministers met to define OPEC's role in the world oil market amid signs the cartel's campaign against non-OPEC members is escalating.

Oil prices plunged on world markets Monday on fears of an all-out price war.

A ministerial source said the full 13-member OPEC meeting, which was to have been held Thursday in Geneva by Saudi Arabian Oil Minister Sheikh Ahmed Zaki Yamani, was scrapped because it might have sent the "wrong signal" to Britain, Norway and other non-OPEC producers.

The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries, led by Saudi Arabia, has been flooding the already glutted world market with surplus oil to force non-OPEC members to prop up prices by matching the Saudi oil flow.

"We are ready to continue to match Saudi Arabia's flows for another six months until the non-OPEC members come around," the source said. "There is a strong determination to go ahead to secure a higher market share."

The five oil ministers of the original OPEC, Aparte Arturo Guzman of Venezuela, Dr. Subroto of Indonesia, Qassim Zaki Al-Orabi of Iraq, Ali Khalifa Al-Sabah of Kuwait and Mana Saed Al-Fahad, established the special ways and means committee last December in Geneva.

"We are ready to continue to match Saudi Arabia's flows for another six months until the non-OPEC members come around," the source said. "There is a strong determination to go ahead to secure a higher market share."

"We are ready to continue to match Saudi Arabia's flows for another six months until the non-OPEC members come around," the source said. "There is a strong determination to go ahead to secure a higher market share."

"We are ready to continue to match Saudi Arabia's flows for another six months until the non-OPEC members come around," the source said. "There is a strong determination to go ahead to secure a higher market share."
McAndrew in need of new track, say coaches, runners

By Martin Polan
Staff Writer

A new track is needed at McAndrew Stadium, according to the unanimous opinion of track coaches and team members, Jim Livengood, men's athletics director, and Duane Schroeder, site planner at the physical plant.

Laid in at McAndrew Stadium four and a half years ago, the rubberized track wasn't expected to last very long, said Schroeder.

When the track was converted to metric in 1981, a rubberized surface was overlaid on the original cinder track.

The "cosmetic overlay" was inexpensive, composed of 60 percent rubberized material, said Schroeder.

"It wasn't an expensive system," he said. "We wanted to make the track usable for the time."

Throughout its useable time, hundreds of athletes have treaded their spikes across it and shovels have scraped across the surface to remove snow and ice.

"The track is badly deteriorated," said Don DeNoon, coach of the women's track team. "The chemistry of the material has been weakened."

A walk around the quarter-mile track shows cracks, surface bulges and deep impressions, faded lane markings and areas where spikes have torn the surface.

"It's hard on the men and it's hard on the athletes legs," said Bill Cornell, men's track coach. "It's possibly the worst track in the state."

Lane one is heavily grooved, said DeNoon. "If you get out of the groove, to the left or right, you're running on a slant, which makes it difficult to keep your balance."

Training and competing under poor conditions has led to an increase in the number of injuries.

"We've had a large share of nagging injuries, shin splints, lower back injuries and stress fractures," said DeNoon.

Running on the track is like running on the road, which leads to injuries, said Cornell.

Kathy Raske, SIU women's harrier, says running on the track is dangerous, but is something runners have to put up with.

"It's very hard and it's given many runners shin splints," said Raske. "I have shin splints now."

In addition to injuries, poor conditions have caused meets to be cancelled, and weakened runners' performances. A runner's concentration cannot always be fully devoted to winning an event because attention must also be given to where the runner is stepping, said Raske.

"We have to put up with it though," she said, before speaking the sports cliché, "otherwise it's no glory."

None of the eight men's and women's track teams invited to last year's SIU Invite put up with the poor conditions, however. Because of a drainage backup, the track flooded and the meet was cancelled.

Schools lost money because they had to cancel to Carbondale only to learn that the meet had to be cancelled, DeNoon said.

But many teams are looking to go somewhere new to compete, he said, so the chances to schedule meets at McAndrew aren't entirely defeated by the track's conditions.

"Another thing selling here is that we have an outstanding team to compete against," he said.

Despite unfavorable track conditions, DeNoon believes poor conditions means more than patching up the cracks and smoothing out the surface, Livengood said.

"Some sort of resurfacing has to take place," he said. "I think the thing we have to do now is determine the most prudent way to go."

An overall study is being done to see improvements on the type of surface, cost or location have been made.

For the safety and satisfaction of everyone, Donell suggests building a new track facility away from McAndrew Stadium and using the space, said Cornell.

"It's too dangerous to practice near the football stadium," he said, concerned with safety of the runners during football team practices.

Dingo Boots
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Limited Sizes
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Train Depot VILLAGE

SIU gymnasts travel to face Indiana State

The undefeated Salukis' men's gymnastics team will travel to Terre Haute, Ind., Tuesday night for a meet with the Sycamores of Indiana State University.

Coming off a come-from-behind, upset victory over No. 1 Iowa, the Salukis are 4-0 on the year, including wins over defending national champion Ohio State, Northern Illinois and Central Michigan, and the University of Illinois at Chicago.

Although coach Bill Meade was happy with the victory over Iowa, he feels the team could perform a little better on the road.

"We'll be trying for a good score away from home where it's a little harder to get a really good score," Meade said.

According to Meade, the 4th-ranked Salukis will probably move up in the rankings with the win over Iowa.

Jacque's

24 hour limestone service

Free bottle of Champagne with 2 hour limo service

MURDALL'S TRUE VALUE

For all your security needs
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Full equipped shop

24 hour service
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Valentine's Day

Free Bottle of champagne with 2 hour limo service
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Special

All Day & Night

Amaretto
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Play Free

Lunch Special

Chicago Style All Beef

Hot Dog 40c

Deluxe Sandwiches

Open 24 hrs.

WED, FEB 19 8:00 P.M.

$12.50
each from the

WEBQ FM 99.9

NBC Radio

Dance Party

With DJ Tom Miller

The track at McAndrew Stadium shows the signs of age.
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Off season doesn’t allow spiker coach time to rest

By Steve Merrill
Staff Writer

Even though Hunter feels “a couple” of the recruits are fairly secure, she is being cautious because “so much can happen in two weeks.”

According to Hunter, the team is now working out in a “slow-down training perspective.”

“‘We’ll slow things down a bit at the start, break things down and work on technical habits,’” Hunter said. “‘We’re working in the weight room for strength and we’re running to build up stamina and endurance.’”

Hunter said the team would change training methods as the season gets closer — running and weights will be geared towards speed instead of strength and stamina.

The team will put their developing skills together come spring to compete in the United States Volleyball Association open season, a season which allows collegiate-level teams to compete against other local open season teams.

As well as keeping the team in shape and preparing for next year, Hunter will spend some of her time organizing try-outs for all divisions of volleyball competition at this year’s Prairie State Games.

Hunter said try-outs for open division men’s and women’s teams as well as boy’s and girl’s scholastic divisions will be held on campuses sometime during June. The Games will be held in July in Champaign, Ill.

Besides helping plan the Games, Hunter hopes to have some of her athletes on the Region 8 (southern) team. The Region 8 women’s open division team has won a gold and a silver medal in the two years the games have been held.
Assistant coach puts in the miles

By Ron Warnick
Staff Writer

Saluki assistant basketball coach Steve Brechtelsbauer has been on a long recruiting trip, trying to sell the Salukis'ographed paperweight plied around his desk.

It is a task that for him has been a little bit like organizing between his recruiting travels to Chicago and St. Louis in search of that elusive big player who can help the Salukis get on top of the errant shot.

“That’s our No. 1 priority — to get some good inside players. We’re going to try to begin at least five,” said Brechtelsbauer.

“If we can get a couple, we’ll be a pretty respectable basketball team next year.”

Saluki basketball has gotten better, but it’s face at Chicago’s a hotbed. They have three teams that rank tied in the country. But that day the Salukis could get something out of talent players from St. Louis, Louisville, Ky., and the all-inclusive that makes up the fall factory of Chicago.

“St. Louis basketball has gotten better, but let’s face it, Chicago’s a hotbed. They have three teams that rank tied in the country.”

“We haven’t made a real effort to get away from Chicago in eight years. It’s an untapped source of talent. We’ve made a lot of inroads up there. It’s very crucial for our program in the future,” said Brechtelsbauer.

Though he bowser a few recruits, Brechtelsbauer said he had learned from his days as a guard in high school and the University of Illinois. Brechtelsbauer said he used to get a lot of offers to try out for the Salukis.

“Fortunately, I was lucky enough to get an offer at the accident.”

“I hit the shoulder three or four times, but if I did, I couldn’t pull or socket it. I live in Chicago and some hot tea. ‘I’ve tried Coke and Pepto-Cola to stay awake, but tea works best, in my opinion.’

But the effort will be worth it when he gets that big inside player that will turn the Salukis program around, according to the fan support has been tremendous. It could be the difference in the game, Brechtelsbauer said. Even the way Brechtelsbauer said he had learned from his days as a guard in high school and the University of Illinois. Brechtelsbauer said he used to get a lot of offers to try out for the Salukis.

“Fortunately, I was lucky enough to get an offer at the accident.”

“I hit the shoulder three or four times, but if I did, I couldn’t pull or socket it. I live in Chicago and some hot tea. ‘I’ve tried Coke and Pepto-Cola to stay awake, but tea works best, in my opinion.’

But the effort will be worth it when he gets that big inside player that will turn the Salukis program around, according to the fan support has been tremendous. It could be the difference in the game, Brechtelsbauer said. Even the way Brechtelsbauer said he had learned from his days as a guard in high school and the University of Illinois. Brechtelsbauer said he used to get a lot of offers to try out for the Salukis.

Two-time GCAC player of the week Pete Jackson.

Assistant coach puts in the miles

“Pistol Pete” takes GCAC weekly honors once again

By Steve Merritt
Sports Editor

Pete Jackson, the spirited guard of the high-flying Saluki women’s basketball team, has been named the Gateway Conferences’ Player of the Week for the week ending Jan. 2.

Jackson scored a game-high of 24 points, while collecting eight rebounds, two assists and two steals.

Saluki coach Cindy Scott called Jackson’s performance against the “finest individual performance by a woman basketball player” on the team.

Due to Jackson’s stellar performance, the Salukis now win in first-place in the conference, with Drake a now full game between both teams.

“Even if everything goes well, Carroll is still well recruiting. We’ve learned from our mistakes,” said Scott.

“Now it’s our time, Jackson. We’re going to show you what we’ve been thinking about.”

“We like what you’ve done for us.”

“We’ve got to get better at the free-throw line.”

“Even if everything goes well, Carroll is still well recruiting. We’ve learned from our mistakes,” said Scott.

“Now it’s our time, Jackson. We’re going to show you what we’ve been thinking about.”

“We like what you’ve done for us.”

“We’ve got to get better at the free-throw line.”
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Due to Jackson’s stellar performance, the Salukis now win in first-place in the conference, with Drake a now full game between both teams.
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